Join UB Distinguished Visiting Scholar Mentoring Circles.

Learn, Grow, Connect, Thrive, and Share.

Meet someone passionate about supporting students like you!

"This amazing opportunity allowed me to meet (and stay in contact with) change-makers in our society that I would never have met otherwise. And to develop as the change-maker that I wish to be one day."

-- Anthony Vargas, Mentee
2020-21 Distinguished Visiting Scholar (Dr. Terri Watson)

☑ Obtain mentoring in your academic, personal, & professional journey.

☑ Share your aspirations & challenges. Have fun! Learn together. Experience greater community.

☑ Open to ALL UB undergrad & grad students—including students studying remotely—regardless of major/field of study & its relationship to your preferred mentor’s field.

☑ Each scholar will have two circles: one of 10 undergraduate students & another circle of 10 graduate students.

☑ NOT a major time commitment; a few group meetings/semester. Additional individual mentoring arranged to the degree you and your mentor choose.

☑ Easy to participate; learn more and sign up here:

https://www.buffalo.edu/diversity-innovation/distinguished-visiting-scholars/mentoring-circles.html or bit.ly/3znhl5b or enter “UB” and “mentoring circles” into a search engine or use the QR code on this flyer.